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Radiation doses were calculated for human neutrophils and platelets labeled by
phosphorus-32, chromium-Si, gallium-67, technetium-99m, indium-Ill, and mer-
cury-197. The cells were assumed to be spheres with radii of 4.87 pm and 1.07 firn,
respectively, with all the radioactivity at either the center or uniformly distributed on
the surface. Surprisingly high dose rates werefound, due primarily to the small mass
and therefore high radioactive concentration and to low-energy electrons, such as
Auger electrons. Average total doses to these cells during their effective lifetime in the
blood are presented.
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During the past few years, much effort has been
expended in incorporating radioactive labels into
platelets and leukocytes (/-6) for tracer kinetic
studies and gamma-camera imaging. The radiation
sensitivities of the various types of white blood
cells vary widely and radiation damage may affect
the function of some. It is important, therefore, to
calculate the radiation doses for some typical cells.
The nuclides phosphorus-32, chromium-51, gal
lium-67, technetium-99m, indium-Ill, and mer
cury-197 were chosen for these calculations since
they currently show the most promise for cell la
beling. We have chosen spherical shapes with radii
of 4.87 and 1.07 /Â¿mto represent neutrophils and
platelets, with volumes of 484 and 5.13 f^m3, re

spectively.
The following emissions contribute to energy

deposition: a) gamma photons, b) characteristic x-
rays, c) internal-conversion electrons, d) Auger
electrons, and e) beta particles. First one must con-
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sider the external dose received by the cells pri
marily during the incubation phase of labeling. Ra
diation is absorbed by the cells from the sur
rounding aqueous medium due to radioactivity that
has not been incorporated into the cell interior. This
incubation usually lasts less than 1 hr. The geom
etry is usually simple and well defined, such as that
of a test tube. The primary contributors to this dose
are (a) and (b), x-rays and gamma photons (which
coincidentally are those used for imaging), or the
high-energy beta rays, (e), of P-32. External doses,
which are not provided in this paper, can be easily
calculated to Â±15%by standard methods (7) and
are usually of the order of 100 rads or less.

Secondly, one must consider internal dose, the
radiation from the radioactivity deposited at the cell
membrane or incorporated within the cell. The time
periods of biologic interest may be the functional
lifetime of the cell within the circulation or the total
life within all tissues until cell death.

The photon modes, (a) and (b), are long-range
processes in terms of typical cell size; and their
energy deposition is dispersed widely about the
point of origin. Although (a) and (b) contribute to
the external dose during labeling, their contribution
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to a single cell during circulation in vivo is negligible
owing to dilution in the relatively large blood vol
ume. The major determinants of the internal dose
are the low-energy electrons (many of the type (c)
and (e) processes and all of type (d)). They are of
short range, depositing essentially all of their en
ergy within the cell, regardless of cell size, and
have little effect on the external dose. The high-
energy electrons from (c) and (e) have long ranges
compared with cell size, leave the cell without de
positing much energy, and contribute little to the
internal radiation dose. The magnitude of this con
tribution, however, is a function of cell size. The
internal doses are much larger than the external,
and only the former have been considered in the
following calculations.

Assumptions about geometric factors and radio-
nuclide distribution. Except for P-32, which is dis
cussed separately, we have assumed that the po
tential path length of an electron is equal to the
radius of the cell. This is equivalent to the assump
tion that the cell is a perfect sphere and all the
activity is concentrated at the central point. These
cells, however, are not perfect spheres and change
in shape. Furthermore, in most cases the activity
is more or less uniformly distributed throughout the
cytoplasm. For the dose component caused by the
higher-energy electrons, the periphery of the cell
receives less radiation than the center since the
periphery is not irradiated from all sides. However,
because the high-energy component is a relatively
small contributor to the total dose, this factor does
not lead to great uncertainties in the dose calcula
tions. For low-energy electrons, whose range is
considerably smaller than the cell diameter, all the
energy is deposited within the cell. The average
dose, therefore, is independent of cell size and in-
tracellular distribution of activity, and our assumed
model leads to accurate estimates. Those electrons
with ranges similar to the cell dimensions cause the
largest uncertainties, and the dose is then most sen
sitive to variations in cell size.

The major contributors to the internal radiation
dose turn out to be precisely those low-energy elec
trons (Auger and M-shell conversion) for which the
model is relatively good. Therefore our results lead
to the correct average doses, but the outer rind has
slightly lower doses.

Dose calculations. The absorbed dose rate, D, in-

rads/hour is given by

D = C 2 A,*,,
i

where

C = the concentration in /Â¿Ci/g,

Aj = the equilibrium dose constant in (g-rad)/
/iCi-h for the ith emission, and

fa = the absorbed fraction for the ith emission.

For the calculation of fa, all of the nuclide is as
sumed to be at the center of the cell. The percentile
distances introduced in MIRD Pamphlet No. 7 (8)
have been used to calculate the absorbed fractions.
The percentile distance, Xp, is defined as the dis
tance an electron must travel to deposit p/100 of its
energy. These have been tabulated for water with
p's ranging from five to 90 as a function of electron

energy as well as the spectrum shape for the beta
emitters. Some of these percentile ranges are shown
graphically in Fig. 1A.

We have calculated fa in the following manner.
Let r be the radius of the cell scaled by the relative
density, which we have taken to be 1.075 for this
calculation. For low energy where Xgo < r, </>= 1.
For intermediate energy defined by X5 < r < X90,
4>= p for that p such that Xp = r. For high energies
when r < X5, tf>= (r/X5)(.05).

As discussed above, for the low energy electrons
<Â£is very nearly independent of the distribution of
activity in the cell. For the intermediate and high
energy electrons, the calculated values of <Â¿>in our
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FIG. 1. (A) Percentile ranges in water as a function of en
ergy. (B) energy dependence of absorbed fractions derived
from percentile-range data, adjusted for relative density of
1.075.
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model probably are overestimates by about 10-
20%. However, this leads to inaccuracies of much
less than 10-20%, since the high energy component
of the dose is relatively small.

Figure IB gives the dependence of the absorbed
fraction so derived on energy for spherical geome
tries having radii of 4.87 and 1.07 /u,mand a relative
density of 1.075.

The input data and intermediate results for a typ
ical case, Tc-99m labeling a neutrophil, are pre
sented in Table 1. Low-energy electrons, such as
the M-shell conversion electrons of the first gamma
[MIC (GÃ¬),E = 1.6 keV], stop and deposit all their
energy within the cell (<Â£= 1) and account for
approximately 90% of the dose. High energy elec
trons, such as the K shell internal conversion elec
trons [KIC (G2), E = 119.4 keV], deposit only a
small fraction of their energy within the cell( </>=
0.02). The average LET for low-energy electrons
(1-10 keV) is approximately 10 keV//j,m, which is
an order of magnitude larger than that for higher
energy (approximately 100-keV) electrons. The
RBE for such differences may be a significant factor

in determining the radiation effects (9), but this is
not considered in this report.

Table 2, column 3 lists the dose rates at a con
centration of 100 mCi/g for P-32, Cr-51, Ga-67, Tc-
99m, In-Ill, and Hg-197 for two cell sizes, 1.07 /xm
and 4.87 /um.

Phosphorus-32 incorporated in DFP labels the
cell membrane and hence is distributed only at the
cell surface. Consequently, the calculation of the
absorbed fraction is modified slightly. Here r is
replaced by 0.64 r because the average potential
path through the cell of a beta particle originating
on the cell surface is -32% of the diameter of that
cell. It is easily seen that half of the betas travel
away from the cell depositing no energy in the cell
interior. The percentile range for P-32 beta particles
is given in Table 10 of Ref. 8. The absorbed fraction
0 = (0.64 r -r X5)(0.05), where X5 = 144 Â¿Â¿mand
r is the density-scaled cell radius. The derived dose
rate is listed in Table 2, Column 3.

An example of the use of the data in Column 3
of Table 2 is provided in Table 2 for intracellular
radiation dose estimates for the six radionuclides

TABLE 1. INTERNAL DOSE CALCULATION FOR Tc-99m-LABELED NEUTROPHILS (r = 4.87,,m)Electron

emissionMIC

(G1)KIC
(G2)LIC
(G2)MIC
(G2)KIC
(G3)LIC
(G3)MIC
(G3)KLL
(Auger)KLX
(Auger)LMM
(Auger)MXY

(Auger)Numbern..9860.0913.0118.0039.0088.0035.0011.0152.0055.10931.2359EnergyE,

(MeV).0016.1194.1377.1400.1215.1398.1422.0154.0178.0019.0004A(g-rads//iCi-hr).0035.0232.0034.0011.0022.0010.0003.0005.0002.0004.0011*1.0.02.015.015.02.015.0151.01.01.01.0Dose
raterads/100

mCi-hr3504652420502040110Total

-630

TABLE 2. INTERNAL DOSES AND RATES FOR SIX DIFFERENT RADIONUCLIDES USED INCELLLABELINGDose

ratefor

1 mCi Â¡ncells Effective t,,2inCells

NuclideNeutrophils

P-32(r
= 4.87 /um)Cr-51Ga-67Tc-99mln-111Hg-197Platelets

P-32(r
= 1.07Mm) Cr-51Ga-67Tc-99mln-111Hg-197for

100mCi/g(rads/hr)1708001700630130035003580013005208852800from30 mlblood(rads/hr)24115245911875038.4193313125213675blood(hr)5.95.955.5735.55.58293455.74241Dose
whilecirculating(rads)2009901970390148039901000259002032010301290039940
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used to label neutrophils and platelets, based on
certain fixed conditions. It is assumed that all neu
trophils or platelets contained in 30 ml of human
blood become uniformly labeled with 100% yield
after the addition of 1 mCi. The total mass of neu
trophils in 30 ml of blood is calculated as 69.7 mg,
the product of the number of cells (1.33 x 10s), the

mean density of 1.08 (Â¡0),and mean volume of 485
fj.m3 (II). Likewise, the mass of platelets in 30 ml
of blood is calculated to be 41.5 mg: 7.5 x IO9cells

times the mean density of 1.07 (12) times the mean
volume of 5.17 Â¿u,m3(12). From these cellular mas

ses, the intracellular concentrations C are calcu
lated as 14.35 mCi/g for neutrophils and 24.1 mCi/
g for platelets. Once C values are defined, actual
cellular dose rates are calculated (Column 4, Table
2). Assuming the average biologic half-life of neu
trophils to be 6 hr and of platelets 4.5 days, the
intracellular radiation dose absorbed during their
stay in the bloodstream is calculated (Table 2, Col
umn 6).

DISCUSSION

The radiation dose levels listed are surprisingly
high, largely because of the relatively small masses
of the cells labeled, and especially high for platelets
because of their longer biologic half-times and
smaller mass. The uncertainty in the dose calcula
tion for neutrophils is particularly great (of the
order of 50%) because of uncertainties and varia
tions in the volume of neutrophils (leading to un
certainty in concentration) and variations in their
nuclear volume. Dr. John French of the Armed
Forces Research Institute estimates the mean neu-
trophil volume to be only 208 /xm3 (unpublished

data).
Furthermore, the neutrophil is not a perfect

sphere and changes in shape. These cells have one
to several nuclear segments, which can be irregu
larly shaped and may vary from a few micrometers
in diameter down to less than one. The surfaces of
these nuclear segments receive almost as much ra
diation as the average value. However, the central
portions of the larger nuclear segments receive less.
The values we have calculated are average values,
but the actual dose distribution varies due to the
cell inhomogeneities. This problem of inhomoge-
neity is not as great for platelets, since they have
no nuclei.

We have specifically excluded the lymphocyte
from our considerations. The lymphocyte typically
has a diameter of about 5 /u,m. It contains a large
nucleus with a diameter of about 3.5 /Â¿m.Most
radionuclides used to label lymphocytes are con
tained in the cytoplasm. The cytoplasm itself would
get most of the radiation dose for most of the pro

cesses we have discussed. The short-range elec
trons would deposit energy only in the outer rind
of the nucleus, the inner portion receiving energy
only from the longer-range electrons. It is known
that the extreme radiation sensitivity of the lym
phocyte is due primarily to the sensitivity of the
nucleus (7,13). The dose to a relatively large nu
cleus would be very inhomogeneous and is not ob
tained accurately from our simple model. A statis
tical approach (Monte-Carlo) would be more
appropriate in this case (13).

In conclusion, we have calculated average doses
for neutrophils modeled as spheres with all the nu-
clide located either at the central point (for Cr-51,
Ga-67, Tc-99m, In-111, Hg-197) or the surface (for
P-32). Actual doses will differ because of differ
ences in geometry and cell volume and the fact that
the nuclide is not uniformly located at the central
point but is distributed throughout the cell cyto
plasm (or on the cell surface for P-32). Uncertain
ties also arise from inhomogeneities, including nu
clear segments. We estimate that such factors lead
to inhomogeneities as large as 50% for neutrophils.
Finally, radiation sensitivity may depend not only
on the average dose but on other factors such as
the LET and the local dose to vital structures within
the cell (13).

For replicating cells of the marrow with relatively
large nuclei (such as lymphocytes and promyelo-
cytes), the nucleus is the site most sensitive to
radiation damage. In contrast, platelets, being de
void of nuclei, are highly resistant to irradiation and
exhibit normal survival and function after doses as
large as 50,000-75,000 rads (14). Neutrophils, being
fixed postmitotic cells, are generally considered rel
atively radioresistant, although their radiation sen
sitivity has not been as thoroughly investigated.
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NUCLEAR MEDICINE SCIENCE SYLLABUS

A detailed syllabus covering the field of nuclear medicine science has been prepared by
the Society of Nuclear Medicine.

The Nuclear Medicine Science Syllabus is in the form of a comprehensive outline, with
each subject liberally referenced to pertinent book chapters and journal articles. References
in the Syllabus are keyed at two levels: "general references," which give a broad overview
of the topic; and "additional references," which deal with the subject in greater depth or

provide historical insight.
The 169-pp. Syllabus comes in an attractive 3-ring binder and costs $30.50. Copies may

be ordered from:

Society of Nuclear Medicine
Book Order Dept.
475 Park Avenue South
New York, NY 10016
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